Primary Election Names Candidates for Final Ballot

Ten juniors, eight sophomores, and four freshmen have been selected for the primary election, April 19, for the 1937-38 Student Council. From this number, five juniors and two freshmen will be elected in the final ballot on Wednesday, April 28.


The students in the Co-op Department whose names will appear on the final ballot are: J. W. Adams, D. A. Smith, and R. D. Bluford. From these three, one student will be elected to Pi Tau Sigma, as its member.

Debaters Complete Tour of Carolinas in Seven Day Trip

On Sunday, April 18, four members of the M. L. Brittain Debating Society, accompanied by Prof. Edwin H. Poll, returned to Tech after a seven-day trip through North and South Carolina. Those who made the trip were: Jimmy O'Callahan, R. S. Ford, H. H. Henley, and R. J. Clark. Arriving in the evening of the trip, the debaters will be entertained with a concert at Grant Memorial Union with the Gold and White Band, which was given by the Navy Department, returned to Tech.

Mr. Duckworth will speak, and prizes, holding upper classmen desirous of being empowered to regulate minimum wages and maximum hours for industry. The topics of the three examinations will be: "National College in Greenville, South Carolina; "The Tech Women's Union WICOL in Charlotte, North Carolina, and with Wake Forest College in Wake Forest, North Carolina. An open prompt debate on the nineteenth anniversary of the foundation of Tech, his topics being "The Technique of the Debaters." The Tech debate squad will be accompanied by the young ladies of South Carolina.

The event will be held in conjunction with the National Union of Women's Clubs. Another concert, to be held on May 14, will be held at the Naval Armory.

Astronomer will be entertained with a concert at Grant Field on May 2. This concert will be held in conjunction with the National Union of Women's Clubs. Another concert, to be held on May 14, will be held at the Naval Armory.

Also, an excellent twenty-piece orchestra has been chosen by Major Gar- rison from the band to play the commercial examination exercises. The unit has been practicing for some time and will give a free music for the university.

Doe Says——

Last week we considered a trait: intelligence, that is a part of one's nature which has been developed or ac-quired. Interests are the num- ber of special interests of the various individuals. One's interests are the number of fields of interest. The student who has the most interests is the one who has the most interests in the students.
Honor Day
FRIDAY, MAY 14, is the day chosen for the thirteenth Tech "Honor Day." Each year near the close of the second semester this day is set aside by Tech authorities to award honor students for their scholastic achievements. At this time cups, medals, and certificates are presented and honorable mention is given to Honorable Roll students.

The Anak, O. K. D., Military Departments, and the professional societies are cooperating to make this the most outstanding of all Honor Days thus far, and to reach this it will be necessary to have the cooperation and assistance of the entire student body. This day is indeed a day of honor, not only to those students who will reach this goal it will require the cooperation and assistance of the entire student body.

The famous creator of comics was once a Tech man, having been in the Class of '25. While at Tech he was the Art Editor of the Yellow Jacket, and his first cartoon appeared in this magazine.

Mr. Dodd is 37 years old and was born in Lafayette, Ga. A graduate of the University of Georgia, he has become known as one of the most influential educators of his generation. His contributions to the field of education have been significant and his influence continues to inspire students and educators alike.

The national reputation of this institution is based not on claims, but on results. Its greatest asset is the record which its alumni are making in the productive work of the world. Courses in Civil, Electrical, Mechanical, Textile, General, Ceramic, Chemical, and Aeronautical Engineering, Architecture, Chemistry, and Industrial Management.

Georgia School of Technology
"A Technical School With a National Reputation"

THE GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY offers young men of ambition a higher education which will fit them for positions of responsibility and power. The national reputation of this institution is based not on claims, but on results. Its greatest asset is the record which its alumni are making in the productive work of the world. Courses in Civil, Electrical, Mechanical, Textile, General, Ceramic, Chemical, and Aeronautical Engineering, Architecture, Chemistry, and Industrial Management.

For Further Information Address
THE REGISTRAR, GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY, ATLANTA, GA.
"You'll Get to Be a Jail Bird
If You Don't Watch Out," Says

Never, never again will I speak
down a traffic light that is red, or
break any other traffic law. I hate
cops, judges, magistrates, and what I
won't even to meet.

The other night I was riding along
very peacefully, and very uneventfully
on an even red light. A very
incredible cop chased me for seven
blocks, and after catching me, said
that I had crossed a red-lighted inter-
section. Imagine how mad that I was
for getting a ticket for reckless
jumping to the vicinity of my throat,
and in a typical Tech manner, called
me—"Seven dollars or ten days," said the
cop.

"Yes, make it snappy," said an of-

As I went where I was called
in front of the judge, and for me
"SING ME A SONG-HAL," James
A. and Partners Site

"WANTED—JANE TURNER"—Lee
Craig, a T. and Partners Site


For knocking about the country over
a Spring week-end, there's no brighter
choice than this new Stetson with its
bound edge, wide-sweeping brim with
"pie-crust" ripples. Wear it with top
cloth or soft shoes.

PASSPORT TO SMARTNESS

BY STETSON

By IL of Ga.
The count of 58-68. Charlie Belcher, of 24.8, four tenths of a second slow hurdles in the exceptionally fast time half seconds slow of Glen Hardin's within one tenth of a second of the "CHICK" ALDRIDGE BREAKS TECH outstanding in the pole vault and Jones, Soph sprint ace, a first place, sprinting the distance in 4:27 flat and to give the drug-store cowboys from Vandy a run for their money. Moore and Wallis were outstanding in the pole vault and broad jump, with Soon and Leo star­ ring in the spear throw.

The locals have certainly improved since the first meet, and are expected to give the drug-store cowboys from Vandy a run for their money.

**FOIL AND SABRE MEN ELECT NEW CHIEFS**

Y. M. C. A. Notice

All students interested in working on the Y. M. C. A. cabinet next year should sign up at the Y. M. C. A. desk or talk with Pat Munson, Dan DuPree, or Pete Balke.

NOTICE

The Yellow Jacket Staff meets each Thursday at 3:30 in basement of the "Y".

All men interested in magazine work are invited to come.

**SPORTS SHORTS**

BY JAYBIRD

Last week there appeared in this column a sketch on the tennis team, saying that they hadn't lost a meet in the past 38. Since then I've found out that the number was 35 instead of 38, and I must have forgotten to knock on wood. For, the following day the Florida Gators defeated the Yellow Jackets for their first defeat in 35 straight, by the decisive score of 7-2. "Barker" Moore continued his winning ways in the singles match for the home folks.

Tough luck for the baseballers—losing their first three games by 1-0, 1-1, and 1-0 on the road from the Tech Hi team.

Probably the outstanding performer in the Fresh track meet with Tech Hi last Monday was the agile Stewart, who won the mile in a close finish, and took second in the javelin (throwing it in a meet for the first time) with the commendable throw of 150 feet.

Freshman-Hi Tech Track

In a record-breaking relay the power ful Tech Hi Purples finished first to break a 58's to 58% deadlock with the Fresh in a closely contested track meet last Monday afternoon. It was the first defeat that the Jacket Juniors had ever suffered at the hands of Tech Hi.

The frosh fencers wound up a suc­cessful season last Saturday by break­ing the Atlanta Fencing Club prep team 15 to 1. The Tech first-year men outclassed their adversaries from the start and had little trouble in winning most of the matches.

Haren, a consistent winner all year, was elected freshman captain for the past season. Haren was a member of the second Battalion team which won the intraamals early in the season.

The fresh, who have improved greatly (in both style and speed) since the first of the season, show much promise for next year, and several of them will undoubtedly see service in varsity bouts.

"Y" Cabinet to Hold Final Meeting Wed.

The last meeting of the "Y" cabinet will be held next Wednesday, April 28, at 6:30.

It is very important that all "Y" Cabinet members be present. The pur­pose of the meeting is to get ideas and outline the program to be followed by next year's "Y" cabinet.

Students will also give their views on issues which will be discussed at the National Meeting, to be held in Dayton, Ohio, next Christmas.

Any other students who are interested in the discussion will be welcome at the meeting.
Tremendous Demand For College Men. Reports Forbes

Forbes magazine reports a tremendous demand for college men. Yale expects the greatest rush in eight years, according to Dean Wallace B. Appleby, C 4 0 3 0
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Tech Struggle-Buggies Thicker Than Prof's At a Bull Session

If every struggle-buggy sporting a gold and white sticker represents at least one Tech supporter, then we have seen so many of them on so many different types of cars at so many different places that they now appear as spots in front of our eyes. No nightmare or hangover is complete without a collection of skinny gold and white bumper-stickers. The Engineer is not entertained. One day, he will (if he's lucky enough to have one) drive a sloppy broken-down yellow wreck to the vicinity of North Avenue and DeKalb. You can bet that half the cars you see parked on the Agnes Flats.

Praise Given Tech by Gov. Ed Rivers

(Continued from page 1)
Markham upon occasion very effectively in bringing out the merits of the extension of utilities into the rural districts. He recalled that it was a Georgian who first conceived of Rural Free Delivery and put the plan into effect. This was one of the greatest forward steps for the benefit of the farmers.

It was also the conviction of the Governor that educational facilities should be extended herein Georgia. Governor Rivers is a real champion of the educational system of this state and, no doubt, it will flourish under his astute direction. We, of Tech, were indeed gratified that the Governor saw fit to give his message over WGST on the Tech program, and even more elated when we found that we had such a steadfast friend in the Governor.

Prof. Count D. Gibson is putting on a fine series of broadcasts this year, and we are all proud of the way he is bringing Tech men and Tech's friends to cooperate with the school in asking that their parents be present on May 14.

In addition to the above features of Honor Day, high school seniors who are interested in Tech will be present. One member of the faculty and one member of O. D. K. are going to visit the various high schools in Georgia and extend them invitations to the exercises here. These visitors will be shown around the campus, and the various courses at Tech will be explained.

Puzzled students of an administrative law class at the University of Minnesota wondered for a while why their lecturer, Prof. Jennings, wasn't a roo lecturer, appeared featured "Early this morning," he announced, "I became a father. I'm surprised! I showed up for class at all."

SPORT SHOES $3.75 and $4.00
In a Wide Range of New Lasts for SPRING AND SUMMER Whites and Two-Tones In the $4.00 Line We Show the Popular Gum Soles in Plain and Moccasin—White and Grey

The Tech Shop, Inc.
49 North Avenue, N. W.